One last PIAT
AAR for the Battle of Breville
Infantry combat in an urban setting

Hauptmann Regor positioned his depleted PG Company to defend the center and east of
Breville. The setup included some deception foxholes covered by two MG-34 MMG machine gun teams.
The MMG teams could also cover alternate approaches to the east side of town. In the southwest
portion of the board center the 2nd PG platoon setup in two damaged buildings, covering the west
deception foxhole and the approach through the northwest center of the board. 2nd platoon’s
fallback/rally point was a
foxhole at the northeast corner
of a long row of buildings. 1st
PG platoon was centered
around the eastern orchard on
the south corner in the orchard
and the adjacent field.
Hauptmann Regor positioned
himself at the south opening of
the center field in range of the
southern MMG and 1st platoon
leader’s position. The rally
point for 1st platoon, the
company command group, and
both MMGs is the group of
buildings in the eastern portion
of the town. Several foxholes and squads were positioned at the edge of the light from the burning
buildings. Because most of the Germans were regular, each of the squads had a fire zone covering a
possible approach or road intersection. Hauptmann Regor expected the heaviest British advance from
the southwest through west.

D Company commanded by Captain Oxley prepared to depart the Start line when a 25-pounder
artillery round exploded just
beyond their initial phase line
[Ascot] of the road in front of 2nd
and 3rd platoons. Fortunately it
was just south of the burning
house to their front and didn’t do
much except increase the fear of
being hit by friendly fire.

D Company 1st platoon less two squads advanced on the road intersection to the south of town and took
it under observation. The platoon commander Subaltern Burroughs wanted to ensure the intersection
was secured providing a LOC to the adjacent C/12P Company. 2nd and 3rd platoons advanced in line
abreast towards Ascot. Upon reaching the hedge or wall at the edge of the road [phase line Ascot] all
the leaders and squads started trying to spot enemy positions across Ascot. Subaltern Burroughs
noticed some knocked out stones in the north corner of the orchard across the road and brought it
under fire.

The accompanying squad thought they spotted movement in
the damaged building to the north of the orchard. Burroughs
ordered his PIAT team to hit the building with one round and

then the squad was to clear the building. Burroughs’ PIAT and some of his command group would
continue to lay suppressing fire into the corner of the orchard to cover the dash across the road.
2nd and 3rd platoons made it to Ascot and held while trying to spot anything across Ascot.

1st platoon fired the PIAT into the building, stunning PG 2nd platoon commander on the second
floor and his accompanying squad on the first floor. The other squad in 2nd PG platoon hearing the PIAT
explosion next door started making their way through the rubble to the other side of the structure to
provide cover fire for 2nd platoon. As they reached the other side of the building they tried and failed to
spot the squad making their way around the commander’s building. The British squad dived through the
door and windows capturing the still stunned PG squad on the first floor. 2nd platoon leader rallied his
small command group and prepared to defend the stairway. The British 1st platoon squad on the first
floor started exchanging fire with Germans on the second floor.
Then another 25-pounder round exploded between 1st platoon and 2nd platoon and took out 1st
platoon’s attached LMG, but missed the other 1st platoon squads that were escorting Captain Oxley into
a center position. The fighting in the damaged building concluded with the Germans on the second floor
being suppressed and surrendering. The German squad in the destroyed building heard the surrender
of their commander and the squad leader ordered a withdrawal to the rally point, but first wanted to
put some distance from the British forces next door. Moving slowly through the rubble in the house and
yard outside they made their way to the damaged house next door to the northeast, then cutting
southeast towards the rally point.
Capt Oxley and the rest of 1st platoon detoured over to Subaltern Burroughs to reinforce the
forces near the intersection. Subaltern Burroughs after ensuring the prisoners were secured moved to
the window overlooking the intersection and the orchard corner that concerned him. As the men in the
initial position continued to fire on the position it was joined by some fire from the first floor of his
building. It was immediately obvious that the corner and the foxhole behind it were empty. The
Germans must be thinly manned to leave such a good position unmanned. The ease that they captured
the squad and leader without taking or giving casualties must mean the Germans were not very
experienced and morale was low. Just then the squad leader below called up that the Old Man was
outside the building. Capt Oxley had brought up the rest of the platoon and had them deploy along the
north and east walls. As they were discussing where to move 1st platoon next the squads outside
spotted and engaged something moving to the southeast.

The other squad of PG 2nd platoon got caught out in the open as it moved towards the rally
point. They had not spotted the British that had moved up outside their leader’s building, last they saw
the British troops had all moved into the building and were firing out the other side of the building. The
squad was eliminated. Hauptmann Regor had lost half his infantry platoons!
D Company 2nd and 3rd squads moved laterally north
avoiding the light from the burning building to sweep
around to the east behind a destroyed building. Their
objective was to clear the house just north of and
overlooking the objective orchard. As the first squad
looked around the corner of the building, they spotted
freshly turned dirt at the corner of the objective build
wall near the road intersection. The squad leader
knew the success of safely crossing the road to the
building depended on neutralizing this fortified
position. The squad started to fire on the foxhole position. As other squads moved up into the destroy
building and left along the hedge they joined the assault. Shortly after they started to fire, a German
MMG opened up on the corner of the destroyed building from the smaller stone building of two east of
the objective orchard. Although several
trees were in the way, it did distract the
fire on the foxhole and added another
concern to 2nd and 3rd platoon leaders.
The MMG continued to fire into the area
for a couple of action phases. After
drawing some return fire from the area
of the destroyed building the MMG
team displaced to the larger building and
set up to cover narrow space between
the two buildings and into the orchard.
Not getting a response from the foxhole
position, the 2nd platoon leader sent two squads
across the road to bring the building under fire.
Meanwhile the remaining 2nd and 3rd platoon
squads continued to fire at the foxhole and
some at the MMG in the building..
`
To the south Capt. Oxley took his
Company HQ east along the north side of the
long building the German squad was heading
for. As they moved down the wall, the Captain
spotted another foxhole (German 2nd platoon
rally point). Oxley stopped and checked it out,

when satisfied that it was empty, he proceeded north towards the hedge to the north.
As Captain Oxley crossed the opening and stopped at the hedge before proceeding east to the
eastern road a hidden MG-34 at the road /paved road intersection to the south east opened fire. The
unit’s initial fire zone was to cover the PG 2nd platoon deception position at the other road intersection.
The MMG’s secondary mission was to cover the approach along the hedge. The elimination of a squad
in the open in vicinity of the hedge alerted the MMG team to that threat vector. The fire from the MMG
decimated Oxley’s group. Captain Oxley threw a couple of smoke grenades to cover the withdrawal and
moved back to the shelter of the wall behind him with the one or two unwounded members of his HQ
Group. The MMG seeing the smoke moved out of their foxhole position and paralleled the road to the
other end of the field to start setting up coverage of
the south and west side of the large farm building
that was rally point 1. The wall surrounding the
orchard blocked the LOS of the orchard, but the area
between the hedge and the orchard southwest wall
was also within the firing arc. An added plus, that
direction ended in the burning house that would
silhouette anything in that area.
After the MMG team started to set up
Hauptmann Regor signaled one of his two remaining
squads to prepare to start toward the rally point.
At that time a third incoming artillery round (5.5 in) could be heard and impacted east of the
south orchard. Causing a large explosion that was mostly contained between the two rows of buildings,
damaging several, but none catching fire.
Captain Oxley gathered his much reduced HQ and moved to a more central location to control
his company and observe the German positions. Enroute he added to his force by collecting some of 1st
platoon including the platoon leader
Burroughs. Subaltern Burroughs left one
squad and the PIAT team to cover the west
end of town.
3rd platoon, frustrated by their
inability to accurately identify the foxhole
and its inhabitants decided to close assault
the foxhole so the movement to the orchard
could continue. In preparation, all available
firepower was concentrated on the unknown
position

2nd platoon readied itself to clear the
farm house that overlooked the orchard fully
expecting to meet stiff resistance inside this
strategic building at the east end of town.
There was a break in the OBA arrival
in Turn 4, but not until the middle of the turn
was the random chit drawn, but the roll was
above the availability of 60%.
Hauptmann Regor exited his foxhole
position at the east end of the central field,
moved through the gap and along the road
towards the repositioned MMG position.
The MMG team completed the tripod setup, ready to cover the withdrawal to rally point 1. The squad
in the field waited 1 AP before it started its withdrawal.
Captain Oxley was trying to spot forces in the center field and noted something at the far end,
but could not identify anything. Then something appeared to the north side of the field, but again the
Captain and Subaltern Burroughs could not discern what was there and this observation continued for
several APs.
British 2nd platoon cleared both floors of the house and took positions overlooking the orchard.
3rd platoon proceeded towards the unknown foxhole to discover it empty like the one at the other end
of town. The platoon leader took over the foxhole as the rest of his platoon advanced toward the wall
of the orchard.
As they approached the wall the platoon leader tossed a smoke
grenade to obscure the approach as the area was bathed in light
from the burning building. The orchard wall and the smoke did
hide the approach from the German 1st platoon squad in a
foxhole just outside the range of the light.
Then the artillery fire resumed with another round coming
toward the center TRP, but landing in the southwest corner of
the board.

Hauptmann Regor continued to
rally point 1 and the PG 1st squad 1st
platoon in the field followed the
Hauptmann toward the rally point. In
the orchard the British 3rd Platoon
vaulted over the wall and was met by a
hail of bullets from PG 2nd squad 1st
platoon, from a foxhole. The southern
squad took over 50% casualties.
Although their vision was still obscured
somewhat by the smoke and looking into the dark with the burning building behind them 3rd platoon
fired back at the German foxhole. 2nd platoon leader tossed another smoke grenade towards the
orchard wall, but it rolled close to the first and still left the north corner of the orchard uncovered
2 PIAT teams attached to the 2nd and 3rd platoons
moved up to the wall and started firing on the larger of
the two farm buildings (the only one visible with the
smoke to their right and most of the orchard in the way
of the seeing the smaller structure.) Of the first 2 PIATs
shot at long range one hit and the other missed. As only
the MMG team was in the building at the time, but with
Hauptmann Regor just across the street, they were not
suppressed.
Hauptmann Regor and PG 1/1 squad shortly
entered. The MMG in the field prepared to defend the west approach as that was where most of the
fighting could be heard. 2/1 squad double timed across the orchard to the fall back foxhole in the
eastern most corner of the orchard. In parallel the 1st platoon leader moved toward rally point 1.
The PIAT teams continued to fire on
the larger building another 2 bombs with one
hit and one miss, and suppressing
Hauptmann Regor and the MMG team for a
short period. A full strength 3rd platoon
squad followed the retreating German squad
and engaged in melee for 2 APs which
concluded with the British squad being wiped
out and the German squad reduced 40%.
During this period the PIAT teams reduced to
1 PIAT each, launched 1 PIAT per AP hoping
to suppress the units inside the large
building.

The 6th turn artillery round arrived at the start of the turn like 3 of the previous 4 arrivals. Again it was
5.5 in round and landed in about the same location as the first 5.5 in (Turn 3) adding more destruction
to the row of buildings in the south of town. But not impacting the orchard fight.
A squad from the British 2nd platoon advanced along the east orchard wall and attacked the
reduced German squad, taking some casualties but wiping out the Germans in revenge. Captain Oxley
sent the 1st platoon PIAT team (2 PIAT bombs) at double time to the orchard to reinforce the attack. By
the time they arrived the other PIAT teams were out of bombs and withdrawing back toward the
overlook house. A couple of half strength squads and a couple of full strength squads were in the
orchard and sweeping the orchard for any more Germans ending the sweep at the southern wall. The
only way to get into the two farm buildings was to suppress the units inside as the 2nd platoon had done
earlier. First platoon PIAT team wanted to get as close as possible to ensure a hit with their bomb, so
they moved to the southern wall and prepared to fire.
The Germans had most of their forces in the larger building, 1st platoon command group was
suppressed (1 AP) remaining but unsuppressed were Hauptmann Regor’s HQ group - uninjured (2 smoke
grenades), the uninjured MMG team was covering the gap between the buildings to the north, and the
uninjured 1/1 squad (still possessing 2 Panzerfausts) covering the east side of the building. Additionally,
deployed in the hedge row across the street the other uninjured MMG team was in position to cover
either the western or southern approaches.
On the last AP of the 6th (and last Turn) the British fired one last PIAT –and missed.

LESSONS LEARNED:
There is more freedom of movement during the night even at close range
The use of chips to indicate unknown items works well
o Remember that even if a foxhole or unit cannot be seen at night, the Point Blank (15
cm) rule still applies about placing a chit/unit on the board (unspotted but there)
Having a fixed distance for light range (burning building, flare, etc.) works well and is simpler to
implement than a graduated scale of visibility.
Deception works well especially at night and against conservative players
o British player was delayed about 1 turn at each of the deception foxholes, time he could
have used later
Unexpected deployments (MMG in the field at the south) can also disrupt or cripple an
opponent’s plan/timetable/command. – Just like bad die rolls!
Establishing fallback and rally points (within double time range) does a couple of things
o Gives those out of command a preplanned place to go
o Allows a withdrawal when visibility is restricted or shoot and scoot
o Allows units to leap-frog back to prepared positions
Doing the unexpected usually has dramatic outcomes (good or bad)

